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A B S T R A C T

The night time airglow is a dynamic phenomenon that acts as a background for the detection of the extensive air
shower (EAS) fluorescence. It is a mandatory task to monitor this background for the ground-based telescopes
and for the planned space-based telescopes, dedicated to observe the EAS events induced by the ultra-high energy
cosmic rays. To perform this task, we have developed a one-pixel Airglow MONitor (AMON) instrument. This
instrument provides the absolute intensities of the measured night sky background in the near-ultraviolet spectral
range and in the one second temporal resolution. It is designed to be easily operated in different locations and
so to offer required spatial resolution. The first results demonstrate that AMON data might be useful not only for
the high-energy astrophysics purposes, but also for the studies of the airglow dynamics.

1. Introduction

The upper atmosphere of the Earth is continuously influenced by
the solar radiation with short wavelengths. The processes, such as the
ionization and dissociation of atmospheric atoms and molecules are
followed by recombination and photochemical reactions, that lead to
the production of a faint light commonly known as an airglow [1–
3]. The airglow can be effectively observed by ground-based detectors
during the night time, when the direct sunlight is absent [4,5]. Such
measurements are important for the characterization and understanding
of the airglow intensity variations, that depends on the geographical
position, time, solar cycle, geomagnetic activity, and changes in the
Earth’s atmosphere [6,7]. The role of the airglow measurements has
become important also for the high energy astrophysics from the last
decades. The night airglow light with contribution of the starlight and
the zodiacal light works as a diffuse night sky background (NSB) for
detection of the extensive air shower (EAS) events. The estimation of
absolute intensity of this background is essential for energy evaluation
of EAS events with low statistics, i.e., events induced by interactions
of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) or very high energy (VHE)
gamma rays in the Earth’s atmosphere [8,9].

The EAS fluorescence light is produced when the nitrogen molecules
(N2) are excited by the interaction with the EAS secondary particles,
and the following spontaneous de-excitation generates photons with
characteristic wavelengths within 290–430 nm range [10]. Looking
from the ground, the NSB for these events is composed mainly by
the molecular oxygen (O2) airglow radiation that is generated by the
following process. The molecules of O2 are dissociated by the solar
short wavelength radiation during the day. During the night, the atoms
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of oxygen (O) are recombined to oxygen excited molecules (O2*). The
molecules in the metastable state have a short lifetime, therefore the
recombination is followed by the emission of the photons. The band sys-
tems are defined according to the electronic transitions responsible for
the near-ultraviolet (NUV) emission. The most intensive band systems
are: Herzberg I, Herzberg II, Herzberg III, and Chamberlain system with
the wavelength range 250–500 nm and the maximum of production at
altitude ∼ 90–100 km above sea level [6].

To measure the absolute intensity of the NSB with respect to the
dynamics of the airglow, we have developed an instrument AMON
(Airglow MONitor). It is designed to be undemanding to power con-
sumption and data rate, resistant to the whether conditions, and to have
low construction and operation expenses. All these features allow to
locate AMON instrument on different observational sites and provide
simultaneous measurements of the NSB absolute intensities essential for
the fluorescence high energy astrophysics, and the measurements of the
NUV airglow variations necessary for the aeronomy studies. The aim of
this paper is to introduce the AMON instrument (Section 2), describe
its calibration and data reduction (Section 3), and to present its initial
operation and first data analysis (Section 4).

2. Description of AMON instrument

The AMON instrument is fully developed by the Department of
Space Physics, Institute of Experimental Physics, Slovak Academy of
Sciences. It is designed to be sensitive enough to detect the faint diffuse
light of NSB, and to be easily operated and resistant to provide long
term measurements from different observational sites. To fulfill these
requirements the following components are employed.
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Fig. 1. The schematic view of the instrument front-end electronics. The main components are indicated with the exact denotations.

The light is measured by the tiny, thin and high-sensitivity photosensor-
micro photomultiplier tube (𝜇PMT) assembly H12402 manufactured by
Hamamatsu [11]. The pixel of this one-pixel photosensor is represented
by the bialkali photocathode with an effective area of 3×1 mm. The
spectral response is 300–650 nm with a typical quantum efficiency of
26%, at the peak wavelength of 420 nm. The gain is ∼ 2×106 at the
characteristic supply voltage of 900 V with the pulse rise time being
1.2 ns. The connected electronics work in the single photoelectron
counting mode. The signal generated by the photosensor is amplified
by the ultra-low bias current FET-input amplifier and subsequently
discriminated by the threshold value of the analog discriminator. The
pulses above the threshold value are counted by the high speed 12-
stage binary counter. The schematic view of this front-end electronics
is displayed in Fig. 1. The number of counts during exposure time with
duration 1 s is processed by the low-power microcontroller and sent by
the ethernet module via Internet to the server. The whole instrument
is powered using the power over ethernet (PoE) technology. The power
consumption is less than 1 W for the whole instrument.

Before the light reaches the photosensor, it is filtered by Thorlabs
BG3 bandpass filter (FGB25S) [12], that has no anti-reflection coating.
The transmission of the filter is higher than 50% in the wavelength
ranges 315–445 nm and 720–1050 nm. The transmitted light is then
collimated by a narrow collimator. The geometry of the AMON’s colli-
mator with the dimensions of the apertures is displayed in Fig. 2. The
inner part of the collimator is made by chemically blackened copper (by
potassium persulfate with sodium hydroxide bath), that provides anti-
reflection and high-absorptive microcrystalline surface structure. The
advantage of an imaging system using the collimator instead of lenses or
mirrors are that the spectral uncertainties of the optics and the multiple
reflections of the diffuse light in the optics are excluded. The instrument
geometrical factor [13], that describes the ratio between the number
of photons arriving at the detector’s effective area and the number of
photons emitted per unit area, and solid angle from an isotropic source
located at an infinite distance, is 1.32×10−9 m2 sr.

The AMON instrument is waterproof with a weight of 575 g and
dimensions of 110×75×95 mm (Fig. 3). The complementary sensors
integrated in the instrument are lux-meter, thermometer, barometer,
humidity-meter, GPS receiver, module of 3D accelerometer, gyroscope,
and magnetometer. They provide continuous information which is im-
portant for AMON’s safe operation. The lux-meter controls the opening
of the shutter during sufficiently dark conditions to protect the highly
sensitive 𝜇PMT sensor from the daylight. Thermometer, barometer, and
humidity-meter measure the conditions inside the instrument to control
the operation of thermo-regulation system that protect 𝜇PMT against
very low temperatures. The GPS receiver provides time synchronization

Fig. 2. The geometry and indication of the main parts of the instrument collimator. The
dimensions are in the units of mm.

for all the acquired data and location information of the instrument. The
module of 3D accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer is employed
to identify the instrument orientation in the three dimensional space.

All AMON data — scientific data, operational data, and housekeeping
data are automatically transferred to the remote server in ASCII format.
There, the data are parsed, stored in the database, and can be presented
online through the web interface. The data transfer bandwidth is
∼ 100 B/s. The instrument can be commanded remotely via the propri-
etary network protocol. Both actions — data monitoring and instrument
commanding can be performed in real-time from any location with the
Internet connection. The overall instrument electronics block scheme is
displayed in Fig. 4. The main specifications of the AMON instrument are
summarized in Table 1.

3. Calibration and data reduction

3.1. AMON laboratory calibration

The AMON instrument was calibrated in the laboratory conditions
to obtain the absolute quantum efficiency of the 𝜇PMT. The method de-
scribed in previous studies [14,15] was used for the calibration, because
it provides confident absolute efficiency estimation with the systematic
uncertainty less than 5%. The absolute efficiency was estimated for the
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Fig. 3. The exploded view of instrument with the indication of the main components.

Fig. 4. The instrument’s overall electronics block scheme. The main components are
indicated with the exact denotations.

Table 1
The main specifications of the AMON instrument.

Parameter Value

Dimensions 110 × 75 × 95 mm
Weight 575 g
Spectral range 300–480 nm
Integration time 1 s
Data rate ∼100 B/s
Power consumption ∼1 W
Light condition for operation <0.3 lx
Ambient temperature range of operation −20 to +50 ◦C

wavelength of 398 nm which is in the central position of the 𝜇PMT
spectral characteristics. The relative quantum efficiency of the 𝜇PMT
as a function of wavelength is well-defined by the manufacturer [11].
Before the calibration process, the 𝜇PMT high voltage was set to 950 V
and the discriminator threshold, that discriminates noise from the single

photoelectrons, to 100 mV. These values were specified according to the
measurements of the S-curve. The estimation of the photoelectrons pile-
up effect was performed to ensure the linear response of the 𝜇PMT for
the range of measured count rates. The pulse width of the discriminator
output is 5.2 ns.

During the calibration, the AMON with unmounted collimator was
attached to the port of an integrating sphere, while the light was
produced by the LED with a wavelength of 398 nm attached to the
second port of the integrating sphere. The intensity of the illumination
was controlled by the NIST calibrated photodiode (OPHIR, PD300-
UV [16]) attached to the third port. The light from the integrating sphere
was collimated by two precise pinholes with an aperture diameter of
0.1 mm and the relative distance of 2 mm. The same optical axis for
the calibrated 𝜇PMT and integrating sphere collimator was assured by
the precise movement of the integrating sphere (with precision up to
10 μm) in the horizontal and vertical axis. By this set-up, the 𝜇PMT
sensor inside the AMON instrument was receiving all the light coming
from the integrating sphere through the collimator. The 𝜇PMT count
rate and power received by NIST photodiode were recorded. Then, the
AMON instrument was replaced by the second NIST photodiode and
the LED light was increased, because the second NIST photodiode is
less sensitive than the 𝜇PMT. By these measurements, the ratio between
the intensity measured by the first and second NIST photodiode was
obtained. Using this ratio we could calculate how many photons reached
the 𝜇PMT per 1 s and compare this value with the recorded AMON count
rate of single photoelectrons. This gave us absolute quantum efficiency
of the 𝜇PMT which is 20.9% ± 1.1% for the wavelength of 398 nm. It is
noteworthy that 𝜇PMT dark count rate is in the order of 10 Hz, which is
negligible comparing to the count rate in the order of 0.1–1 MHz during
the calibration.

The spectral characteristics of the BG3 bandpass filter transmittance
is specified by the manufacturer [12]. The multiplication of relative
efficiency of 𝜇PMT as the function of wavelength, that is normalized
to the absolute efficiency at 398 nm, and the spectral transmission of
the BG3 bandpass filter are displayed in Fig. 5. It is important to note
that the atmospheric transmission introduces a cutoff at about 300 nm
in real condition.

As it is mentioned in Section 2, the analytically calculated geo-
metrical factor (𝐺𝐹 ) of the AMON’s collimator used for calibration
is 1.32×10−9 m2 sr. This number represents the ratio between the
collimator length (𝐷), i.e., 42.3 mm and input area (𝐴𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) with a
diameter of 1 mm, multiplied by the effective area of 𝜇PMT (𝐴𝜇𝑃𝑀𝑇 ),
i.e., 3×1 mm:

𝐺𝐹 ≃
𝐴𝜇𝑃𝑀𝑇 𝐴𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝐷2
. (1)

To confirm the value of the 𝐺𝐹 , we have calculated AMON’s field of
view (FOV) by measurements of the duration while the NUV bright star
is passing through the FOV (see Fig. 8). The measured FOV is consistent
with the calculated solid angle from the 𝐺𝐹 within 10%. This includes
uncertainty of the estimation of FOV by passing star method that is less
than 5%. The uncertainty of the FOV estimation will be reduced in the
future by precise measurements in the laboratory conditions.

The measured AMON count rate (𝑅) that expresses number of
counts per 1 second depends on the instrument’s 𝐺𝐹 , total spectral
efficiency (𝜀𝜇𝑃𝑀𝑇 (𝜆) . 𝑇𝐵𝐺3(𝜆)) and measured diffuse source light (𝛷(𝜆))
at an infinite distance. This relation can be expressed by the following
equation [17]:

𝑅 = 𝐺𝐹 ∫

∞

0
𝜀𝜇𝑃𝑀𝑇 (𝜆) 𝑇𝐵𝐺3(𝜆) 𝛷(𝜆) 𝑑𝜆. (2)

The AMON count rates can be then converted to the standard units
used in high energy astrophysics, i.e., photons m−2 sr−1 ns−1 nm−1 by
using Eq. (2), with the simplified assumption that the diffuse light of
night sky background (⟨𝑁𝑆𝐵⟩) is not a function of the wavelength.
Considering the conversion factor of the count rate from per seconds
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Fig. 5. The AMON’s total spectral efficiency as the multiplication of the spectral characteristics of the calibrated 𝜇PMT (H12402) and BG3 bandpass filter (FGB25S).

to per nanoseconds (× 10−9), the searched value of ⟨𝑁𝑆𝐵⟩ intensity can
be expressed as:

⟨𝑁𝑆𝐵⟩ = 𝑅 × 10−9

𝐺𝐹 ∫

∞

0
𝜀𝜇𝑃𝑀𝑇 (𝜆) 𝑇𝐵𝐺3(𝜆) 𝑑𝜆

. (3)

For example, by using Eq. (3) and taking into account the wavelength
range of 300–480 nm, the value of 200 counts per second represents the
NSB intensity of 1187±178 photons m−2 sr−1 ns−1. The total uncertainty
involves the systematic uncertainty (up to 12%) and the statistical
uncertainty that depends on the particular measurements. Usually, the
total uncertainty is up to 15%.

It is important to note that the assumption of the constant NSB over
the wavelength range was used due to approximately flat shape of the
airglow spectrum in range 300–480 nm. This assumption introduces an-
other systematic uncertainty to the estimation of NSB absolute intensity.
To evaluate this particular systematic uncertainty, we have employed
data from the high-resolution terrestrial night airglow emission line
atlas [18,19]. The spectrum was normalized to unity in the wavelength
range 300–480 nm, while the resolution was averaged within 1 nm and
the missing values were interpolated. The effect of an atmospheric ex-
tinction was considered. The integral of AMON’s total spectral efficiency
and specified normalized spectrum in wavelength range 300–480 nm
is 0.134. This leads to NSB intensity of 1130 photons m−2 sr−1 ns−1
by using count rate and 𝐺𝐹 from previous example. It means that the
values of NSB absolute intensity differ in terms of 5% for assumption of
constant NSB spectrum in comparison with the typical NSB spectrum.
The topic of NSB spectrum shape and its influence on evaluation of the
absolute intensities is widely discussed in the previous study [20].

3.2. AMON data reduction

The main condition for the NSB measurement analysis is the se-
lection of the data based on the altitude of the sun and moon above
the horizon. The AMON measurements are valuable only during the
moonless astronomical nights, i.e., when the altitude of the sun is less
than −18◦ and the altitude of the moon is less than 0◦ above the horizon.
The sensitivity of AMON with respect to the altitude of the sun and moon
is plotted in Fig. 6. The altitude of the sun and moon above the horizon
is calculated by using the PyEphem astronomy library for Python [21].

Another source of the contamination of AMON data is the presence of
the bright astronomical objects in the FOV. The presence of the planets
or the bright stars can be recognized and eliminated from the data easily.
The star, which is passing the FOV, is represented as a sudden increase
and decrease of the intensity (Fig. 6, at ∼ 20:40 (UTC)). These light peaks
could be removed by a simple method, by assuming Poisson distribution
of NSB data. The square root of the mean value of the data from specific
time interval is compared with the standard deviation of these data.

If the bright star is present, the standard deviation is higher than the
square root of the mean value multiplied by a selected factor. The
elimination of the effect of the groups of stars, as it is in the Milky Way
galactic plane, is not so straightforward. This issue could be overcome by
pointing the detector to a specific orientation towards the celestial pole.
In this orientation, the contribution of the starlight is constant during the
whole year. Also the contribution of the zodiacal light can be assumed
constant for this orientation. The influence of the starlight and zodiacal
light is widely discussed in some previous studies [3,22,23]. However,
the orientation towards the celestial pole is not very convenient for the
observational sites at the low latitudes. For them, the celestial pole is
too close to the horizon, and so the atmospheric extinction is too high
for NUV wavelengths.

All of the above mentioned conditions are predictable and the
appropriate data for the analysis can be selected by well-defined rules.
The selection process is not predictable for the weather conditions. The
main weather condition that needs to be filtered out properly is the
cloud coverage. The presence of clouds blocks the downwelling NUV
radiation and can produce spurious variation of NSB. We use three
types of approach to make a confident selection of the clear sky night
hours — the simulated data of cloud coverage from the weather forecast
service [24], the data from infra-red cloud sensor placed next to AMON
during the measurements that were processed according to previous
study [25], and the AMON data reduction based on the recognition of
clear sky conditions in the data light curve. The detailed description of
the methods for cloud coverage monitoring is out of the scope of this
paper.

4. Initial operation and first data analysis

The AMON data are precious for the high-energy astrophysics and
the aeronomy studies only after precise calibration and the data reduc-
tion when the sources of the data contamination are excluded, as it is
described in Section 3. During the initial operation, the data were ac-
quired from four AMON instruments operated at four observational sites
(Fig. 7). The selection of the locations is based on a recent study [26].
The list of the observational sites with the position information is
presented in Table 2.

For the purposes of high-energy astrophysics, we have analyzed the
absolute intensities measured by AMON instruments. The measurements
with the similar intent were also described by other researchers [17,27,
28]. The AMON measurements during one night at LSO are displayed in
Fig. 8. At this time, the AMON was pointing to the zenith. For the esti-
mation of absolute intensity of NSB, the contribution from bright star is
excluded. The average absolute intensity is 1016 photons m−2 sr−1 ns−1
with the total uncertainty of 15%. It is important to note that this
value is only for this particular night and location. But in general,
considering the wavelength range used and the airglow variations in
time and location, this value is consistent with the results of other studies
(Table 3).
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Fig. 6. Top: The altitude of the sun above the horizon for the location Lomnický Štít Observatory (LSO) in Slovakia and for the night of 14–15 May 2017. Middle: The altitude of the
moon above the horizon for the same location and time. The period is 18 days after the new moon. Bottom: The measurements of the AMON instrument located at LSO. The astronomical
night is during that period when the sun altitude is less than −18◦ and the moonless night time is during the period when the moon altitude is less than 0◦. The peak at ∼ 20:40 is caused
by the contribution from the star Alkaid (𝜂 UMa, spectral type B4V).

Fig. 7. The AMON instrument at Lomnický Štít Observatory, Slovakia (LSO) in May 2017.

Table 2
The locations of the AMON instruments during the initial operation in Spring 2017–Spring
2018.

Observational site Acronym Latitude Longitude Altitude
[deg] [deg] [m a.s.l.]

Lomnický Štít Obs. LSO 49.19 20.21 2634
(Slovakia)
National Astronomical Obs. OAN 31.05 −115.46 2788
San Pedro Martir (Mexico)
El Roque de Los Muchachos ORM 28.76 −17.89 2167
Obs. La Palma (Spain)
Karby, Stockholm STO 59.55 18.20 29
(Sweden)

The airglow is a dynamic phenomenon and it introduces different
variations to the NSB measurements. The variation of the absolute
intensities, averaged per two hours for fourteen consecutive moonless
nights with clear sky conditions, are presented in Fig. 9. Only the data
from 04:00 to 06:00 (UTC) for each night were used to ensure similar
influence of the astronomical objects. The data are presented in the
relative units (r.u.) to emphasize the scale of variation. This type of mea-
surements could be useful for the purposes of the aeronomy studies, be-
cause it indicates the presence of disturbances in the Earth’s upper atmo-
sphere. During the nights of 20–24 December 2017, the measurements

Table 3
The night sky background measurements. The details of measurements and their uncer-
tainties are described in the particular references. It is important to note that NSB is not
constant at all and the values of NSB are listed for the purpose to express the level of
consistency of various measurements.

Reference Location Time Wvl. range NSB
[nm] [ph. m−2 sr−1 ns−1]

[27] Canary Islands May 2000 300–650 ∼2500
[27] Namibia June 2000 300–650 ∼2200
[28] NSW, Australia August 2010 300–650 ∼2000
[17] Argentina April 2010 300–430 ∼800
[17] Argentina April 2010 410–430 ∼200
AMON (Fig. 8) Slovakia April 2017 300–480 ∼1000

reflect unchanging conditions of airglow radiation. However, the mea-
surements before and after this period indicate noticeable changes in
the measured intensities. According to the detailed inspection of the
weather conditions for these nights, the observed noticeable variations
were not caused by the presence of clouds. So the possible interpretation
is that the observed airglow layer was disturbed during nights of 18–
19 December and 24–25 December. Such disturbances could cause the
variation of density of molecular oxygen (O2), which is responsible for
airglow light production in NUV range.

By using the network of AMON instruments (AMON-net), it might
be possible to measure the evolution of airglow variations in time and
space, and to contribute to the better understanding of these phenom-
ena. More comprehensive data analyses from all four AMON instruments
is ongoing and it is planned to be published in a separate paper.

5. Conclusions

The AMON instrument is the one-pixel detector for airglow moni-
toring in the near-ultraviolet spectral band. It is designed to provide
valuable information of the night sky background (NSB) required for
the high-energy astrophysics fluorescence telescopes. The AMON in-
strument could produce useful information also for the aeronomy and
contribute to the understanding of the night airglow composed by the
emission of molecular oxygen.

In this study, we have described the details of the AMON’s construc-
tion together with the characterization of its subsystems. The process
of the laboratory calibration is reported and the total efficiency of the
instrument is evaluated. The AMON operation in the real conditions
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Fig. 8. TOP: The AMON measurements during the night of 1–2 April 2017 at LSO. The data used for the estimation of absolute intensity are marked with black dots. The peak, marked
with gray dots, represents the star Alkaid (𝜂 UMa, spectral type B4V) in the AMON’s FOV and they are excluded from the absolute intensity estimation by automated method described in
Section 3.2. Bottom: The distribution of AMON measurements with bin size 20 photons m−2 sr−1 ns−1. The average intensity with standard deviation are indicated in the top right label.

Fig. 9. The AMON measurements during the nights of 15–30 December 2017 at ORM. The data from the night of 16–17 December are not displayed because the clear-sky conditions
were not fulfilled for this night. The same filter for the star contamination reduction is used, as presented in Fig. 8. Each of the point represents the average value per two hours of
measurements from 04:00 to 06:00 (UTC). The average values are displayed in relative units with respect to the value of the first point. The size of error-bars is 15% and represents the
total uncertainty of the particular average value.

is presented, while the data reduction was applied. The examples of
the first data indicates the usefulness of the AMON for the intended
purposes. The detailed data analysis is ongoing and the extension and
operation of the fully automated network of AMON instruments (AMON-
net) is planned for the future.
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